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ABSTRACT
The paper discusses anode layer thruster (ALT)
application for fulfillment contemporary and future
missions. Itisshown that all of them can be performed
with so type thruster.
NOMENCLATURE
SNOMENCLATURE
F - thrust,
.
W -power, ki
, =(v - specific impulse, s
I,..- sueary impulse, Tonna s
I. - thrust e ficelicy
. =(v)zlvz)
T - life time, -sacceleration efficiency
i - ass flow, mg/s
INTRODUCTION
At the analysis space program itsay be indicated
three perspective directions at which electric
propulsion application can give substantial profit into
project costs, or provide opportunity its realization
in principle. In Table 1 the approximate data of
summary impulse l.,,

which thrust system must perform,

of its optimal spectfic impulse I , and power levels of
power supply W for the fulfillmenE of these tasks are
given,
Table 1.
Task
1.eocentric orbit
correction

I,,(s)
1500-1900

W(kW)
0.5-2

l...(Ts)
60-200

2.Satellite trasfer
to geocentric.
orbit
i

2000-3000000-3000

00-3000

3.Mission to noon
and Mars

4000-7000

5 10l-10 4

5 10'-10*

orbit correction and recession of worthless satellite
from geocentric orbit as well. In doing so thrust
system transition out of transferr regime into re me
suitable for orbt correction i into reqme of e as
1, apparently will come to a!ternations of hrust blck
paraseters. i.e. for this task those thrusters are
;referable which capable of thrust parameters variation
range.
in i:ce
For third task the thruster with high specific
iulse isto be developed. The ion thruster entirely
woud be suitable. But because of low thrust density
which isinherent to it, the dimensions and weight of
such thruster isunacceptable large.
Incomparison the data of Table I the attention is
paid on the very wide range variation of thrust and
power parameters provided the fulfillment of the
above-mentioned tasks. Range of parameters variance
within each task is fairly wide as well that
naturally reflects level its coamletion. This situation
however faces certain difficulties at thrust system
elaborating, since nomenclature elaborated thrust units
in view of indefinite situation must provide
practicaly either combination parameters inthe bounds
of each task range and available thrust unit power to
be so that total thrust system power 'and its total
thrust to be provided with fairly reasonable number of
thrust units. Below the possibility of the fulfillment
the above-mentioned programs at assistance anode layer
thrusters (ALT) is discussed. Gained data about
parameters and experience of engineering design ALT
just affirm, that above-mentioned requirements can be
realized
with this type of thruster for three these
tasks.
FIRST
STAGE
STAGE
ELECTRODE

Each out these tasks has its peculiarity, which
must be taken into account at the choice of the type of
thruster most suitable for its realization.

SECOND
STAGE
ST
ELECTRODE

ANODE
MAGNET

SYSTEM

PROPELA
FEED
F

The manufacturing thrust systems for orbit
correction - it's task of present day, its practical
realization by means of electric propulsion was tested
on soviet satellites. Next step is the elaborating
thrusters capable to provide summary ipoulse ina fe.
times larger at rather low thrust unit. Another words,
the problem of long life time becomes lost important
one at thruster elaboration for this task.
The second of the above-mentioned tasks was
discussedrepeatedly in literature 1'
and
appreciable profit, which ives electric propulsion for
this task isquite real. Itisnecessary to add here,
that much lore profit will be provided ifinaddition
to transfer task, the joint power system provide also

NEU ALIZER
FG. I TWO - STAGE ANODE LAYER
ACCELERATOR
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ALT PECULIARITIES
ANODE
MAGNET
ALT uses principle of ion acceleration into Cai
discharge with crossed electric and magnetic ieids.
AODE
HE
POLES
Fig 1. shows its general scheme. Its discharge chaeber
ADE
which isforsed of electrodes under applied voltages
and pole pieces, with cathode potential app!ied, is
bounded wth conductive walls. Under these conditions
applied voltage is concentrated into thin layer, c o ROP-F.I
about electron cyclotron radius indimension,
"EED
The ion acceleration into thin layer ta
number of advantages. First of tne2, tho'short way c~
acceleration gives less opportunity for ;on coii:!on
s
with Particles'and walls and ainimize enor;y losses a;
a result. Second, the ion path inmagnetic field is
small because of its angular divergence is sail
oc.
Except of that, conductive walls reveal possibility to
NEUTRLIIER
create Gultistage acceleration where cathode walls' a
one discharge chamber work as anode for next one. This
I
regime of acceleration takes significant advantages if
high ion velocities must be achieved.
F!. 3 HOLLOW - ANODE
There are two stages may be defined in ALT
investigations. On the first stage there was perforsed
ArCELERATORinvestigation of physical peculiarities which control
gas discharge with anode layer. The physical principles
anode layer accelerator and ai n'results are expounded
ina . We mark these of them which are significant for
thruster elaboration.
At the same time two-stage accelerators were
stuied cost completely and their main
parameters were
Itwas defined that anode layer isexcellent ion
defined. Fig.l just shows two-stage accelerator
scheme.
generator which effectively fulfills ionization any
The first stage operates as ion generator which
particles.
supplies ions to second stage where they to be
accelerated
by applied voltage
Discharge
Itwas shoin that ion acceleration take place into
characteristics of two stage accelerator Vo.
are shown in
rif2.
electric field of double layer which structure don't
depend on value of ion current. This attribute def:es
Each of the contains two typical parts. There is
cspability of thrust unit parameters change in wide
hor on tal part where discharge current value ina high'
range varying by voltage or flow rate which are tied in
precision equal to mass flow current This art
feeble manner and say be varied independently.
c:responds to normal reqime
acceleration with high
:-ficiency (about 0.7-0.8). of
On the second part current
The significant property this accelerator is icreases rapidly with voltage
decrease. At voltage
linear dependence thrust on ?ow rate, which keeps at
variation here and there, there are different current
flow rate variation inten tises.
values are obtained. This part of discharge
characteristic corresponds to unstable, anomalous
reiie with low efficiency. This regime is the main
ocsitcle limited voltage declination below 1.5-2 kV
bound.
The aspiration to
achieve
effective
acceIeration under low voltages was the main goal ion
of
!O \0
investigations next step. This purpose was achieved
hollow anode creation. Research show that
single-stage accelerator israther efficient for low
; 8
oLwer level. Fig. 3 shows scheme of single-stage
aSFLOW
17.4 iuis
Z;c-elerator with hollow anode, its performances are
7.4
soawn
Fi,.4. Such accelerator operates at
6
sustantially
low magnetic field densities and provides
Snih
-with

efficiency at low voltages. Itproved to be very
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interesting engine with.unexpected properties wrich are
realized at magnetic field variation.
There was stated existence of critical magnetic
eid H' ingoing through which discharge structure
changes and' its perforances change inradical way.
Externaliy itisvisible that discharge filled anode
ho:low ifH'(H, since anode layer shape itself does not
r
ch
ane. The current to probe to be placed near back

wat of hollow, increases in10-15 times. Except cf
tha., speciic

.iepuse orows, exceeding adsissible
i e
t a,plie vc'tage and spectrograss show cresence
oE. siultcharqed
ions. The effect of varyinc the
?agnetic fieid strength isindicated inFi
5 for'a
ied voltage. Critical magnetic field corresponds to
mixisal value specific impulse which exceeds adaissible
'.e

as
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value at 1.3 times. That means that aulticiarged ions
share say be significant.

3.4

Critical field
value
depends on external
parameters so as applied voltage mas flow, shaDe pole
pieces and electrodes. IfH(H* the obvious analogy
discloses between performances hollow anode thruster
and SPT: specific m3culse and efficiency become saxial
for definite values applied voltage and sass

3.2
3.0

-

flow, tc

.differ at deferent H. Instead of if H>H' these
parameters don't depend on H, current slihtly depends
on voltaoe and efficiency rises. There'are definite
features two-stage accelerator,

2.8

4 3
3,6

As a result the main processes and relationships
gas discnarge with anode layer had been defined, tin
methods of control its parameters had been found and
design ALT engines had been
basis of eng erineerg
created. There had been accuculated experimental data
about methods of opti:ization ALT and its Rerfor:an:e;

2.4
-

1

ina wide rance of coeration: from 0.5 to : 0 kilowitts

by jower, from 1000 to 10 000 seconds by specif;c
impulse. There had been found too that ALT efficiency
tends to increase with power increasing and power t: be
sore 5 kW, efficiency attains 0.8 and sore value. Ai
the low power and specific impulse levels there had

0

been attained efficienc not

G5 P ETS SIN6LE -- ST
STA6E
FI .5PARAMETERS SNE
ASSELERATOR VERSUS B.
V=900v, propellant - Si
propellant current 2.2A

less then

0.5. AT

the

basis of 1000 hour life time tests of two-stage
accelerator ALT engines time operation spun was
estimated to be not less than 4000 hours.
Inparallel with single- stage accelerators
physics research the evaluation of thrust units was
carried which, indistinction of research engines had
to satisfy to definite package of technical
requirements. The orobles consisted inchoice their
optimal combination and search the way for their joint
improvement.
THRUST UNITS PARAMETERS
InTable 2 parameters of experimental ALT thrust
units worked out and tested inTSNIIMASH are shown. It
isevident that they practically supercede whole- range
of specific iapu!le variation (see table 11. The range

'

Table 2.
Type

W(k)

E-55

0.8-2.5

:"-50 20-50
-

25

_

.

-

r

0"= .

-

*.
5

"

"

1
>

/

0.25

1
2

.

t

ote

1250-2700

0.5-0.6

1 step

S-65
S-00 2000-4200

0.6-0.7

!cr2 step

100-250 3000-7000

0.7-0.6

Z step

F(;C I.,(s!
4-12

Works under two-stage thrusters were directed to
e!aboration powerful engines with radiative cooling.
Disclosed methods of anomalous regime overcoming were
used at their de;ign6. AS a result, universal engine wa
created, with high efficiency at low pcwers too .
To m le
transfer r.s high Isp regime to regime at low
!so it is enough to short out first stage so that it

4

0

3

?o

:n power for two tasks is provided with one thrust
unit. Apparently, there isno hope to create thruster
b. the power aprcximately I megawatt for third task.
It have to be noticed however hat power 100 kW is not
a liait for ALT although tests thruster of such power
takes significant technical difficulties.

3.5-15
- U

120

5 "

turns to single-stage thruster. The possibility
to siiclify electric circuit two-stage thruster was stu
too. Itwas shown that one power supply isenough. For
example itcan be used divider.

'I5

200

400

FIG. 4 SINGL - STAGE ACCELERATOR
PERFORBNCEZ
Magneti: field - 0,025 t; propeliant
curren: 3A; propellant - Xe

There are not given data about life time inTable 2.
the estimation of' life time was given in previous
section. We will discuss here some aspects cause this
paraseter. Firstly notice that life time is not
entirely exact definition for engine to operate as
thrust apparatus because at space mission analysis the
summary ;mpulse is defined as one of significant
ssion parameters, which quite definitely describes
tr rst unit life ability too.
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Reai;y, as far as ,. : F
in its turn F=(
v) - average velocity, and for
life time as evaluation itmay be jdocted
an.

T

0.8

L /qW.
Wdo

where L - permissible thickness of wall spattering
(supposed, that the wall spattering is the '
main factor responsible for ife tise
limitation),
q -coefficient of sputtering (thickness of
ablation, related to ion energy densityl.
W.= ke(v)/2 - power flow which ions transfer to
wall
k - share of fast ions which fall on the wal :t
'arY.be adopted as measure of accelerator
efficiency.

After substitutions itcan be found
1.

0.6 -

-

-

,4

;

4
6
ASS FLOW DENSITY (ag/se s)

Fig.7. Efficiency as function mass
.flow density

i... 2LL/qkv'
- acceleration efficiency.

VY)/(v

t

is derived on condition that ain
cause This
for equaticn
life time
!imitation is erosion these
of coeration and of methods engineering and design are
t .'..tefo
r parts e which
h
and of sethods
and design are
thruster
have tatrcontact with acceieratedd achieved ationeie
already. Therefore engineering
itisnecessary apve all
plasma flow. Itwas adopted too that erosion seed is
p-ay
attention
to the possibility of ion flow to
to
ion energywalls
ecrease For this purpose the exploration the
of
;cssibi!ities
to
optimize p
physical
process
Itdispiays that the thruster suomary ic;uise does
into
:zssnli ant the seekinze
p
roces
s itto
e wall
al!
not depend directly neither on mass flow 'nor on
itions, preventin interaction rapid ions flow with
thruster power, i.e. isa value which remains steady
dischargechasber
walls have to be stimulated.
within thruster operation range (if ion velocity is
defined). Itshows too that itispossible to :inrease
As for AL
such technical solution
the, c by in
on average
°
or L. such technical solution has
has been
been
average velocity
velocity or
or specifc
spectfi
found. s Its
practical
value
decrease. oby
have
to
be
scrutinized
This circumstance
yet.
have to be taken puse
into
Nevertheless
preliminary
examinations are very
account at general analysis conditions provided ission
promised.
So,
we
speak
about
creation the engine wit
fulfillment and at initial choice thrust system
external layer where accelerated ions don't
interact
parameters.
with walls. The results of elaboration and the
i
ractical realization of this technical principle is
Notice, that the essential I...
for
discussed ini.
We only note here
account of and . and L increase isvariation
hat check
iorobable yet
easureents
s sputtering
velocity indicate
on
because modern thrusters are on that sta e of
possibility its diminution inseveral times.
fulfillment at which optimization these parameters at
the contemporary level of knowledge about the :hys;cs
We also note that a small number of thrust units
isenough for all named transfer tasks to be performed.
~:ctsituation is proved to be
owing to
abilities ALT to effective operation feasible
under the wide
.range
variation propellant flow and voltage. The
liitation
of power of thrust units from aove is
2
connected with Its ability to heat radiation.

S
e.6

Data given inTable 2 illustrate one general trend
.:: ispec.iar to ALT nature,
namely, itisgrowth
efficiency as power increase. This trend
coe
outcf overall theory of discharge :n crossed E,
ieds, So, evaluation of probability of ionization
evident
to rise as gas flow density i
ycrease.
-s a resu'i or it
the ionization
becomes smaller,
attached to anode. That comeszone
to diminution of ions
energy incoherence. The results of calculation the
parameters of ion flow fulfilled inone-dimensional
approach I testify this situation. Ion energy
dstribution
trend too. Fig.6
indicates thatmeasurements
average ion affirm
energy that
rises as gas flow
increase.

fr d:.jst
<
-:

S.a
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0
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Fig.6. Ion energy distribut:on.

for
ass ilus
for different
different zass
;f](ws

7 the thrust efficienc 0-55 and D-100
thrustinFigure
units as a function
of prope lant flow density
are presented. The bold curves represent
thrust

4
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efficiency variation for each unit for its steady state
regime where it's capable to operate for a long time.
The upper border or such regime isdefined by most
power which the unit is able to radiate without
efficiency
and
overheating
system
magnetic
deterioration as a result,
Inaddition as separate points there are presented
the results of D-55 operation for short-time on power
exceeding the utmost steady state one, where the unit
don't get to steady state regime and its efficiency
decreases monotonously after some time. That regime may
be described with a time while the efficiency retains
within acceptable, limits,
So, the possible way to rise thrust units
efficiency isto heat removal improvement from most hot
parts of thruster. There are anode walls and its edges
to undergo to most influence of discharge. And heat
removal must be realized ifthat heat isnot to come to
parts of magnetic systes as the most sensitive ones to
heating. That's significant for technical decision of
this prcblem that anode isfabricated of conductive
material. Inmodern thrusters which are designed for
large operational power there are used copper screens
to prevent heat transfer to magnetic system and direct
it to back wall of engine.But there are only the first
steps on the way of solution the heat removai problea.
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SUMMARY
The main processes and

The engineering methods of elaboration and
manufacturing ALT thrusters have been developed. ALT
units elaborated on the base of these methods can be
taken as a base for creation of thrusters for
prospective mission tasks providing overall ranqe or
thrust and power parameters thrust system at the base
of few number of thrust units with deep change of their
regimes. The promised directions of life time problem
overcoming and efficiency improvement are found. To put
this directions into practice it's necessary to conduct
long-term life time tests ALT module with external
layer and to entertain wide-range engineering
develoosents of efficient heat transfer for
next generation thrusters.
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